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Emerging physiological sensing technologies are leading to an interaction design paradigm—namely implicit interactions—in which computers have the ability to implicitly perceive and respond to the physiological understandings of their users. However, a noticeable challenge remains in integrating such implicit interactions into a conventional event-based interactive system, which typically responds to the user’s explicit events. (e.g., key presses, mouse clicks, etc.) The challenge is due to multiple input sources of different types, and, by extension, demands programmers to be responsible for prescribing how interactions of the two different types, implicit and explicit, interfere with each other. To address this challenge, we introduce a domain-specific language (DSL), Hook, that allows programmers to declaratively express when to perform implicit interactions with respect to desired explicit ones and how to fuse the computational effects of the interactions in a modular way. The Hook language treats interactions as a first-class abstraction and provides three types of fusion strategies, which assist programmers in gluing the two types of interactions together. This paper describes an implementation of the Hook language as a DSL embedded in Haskell and formalizes the language as a computational model for future replication and extension. We also demonstrate the utility of the language through three case studies, each of which implements an implicit interaction that extends behaviors of a published interactive system. Lastly, we discuss limitations of the language in its current state and how the language could further aid programmers to achieve separation of concerns while maintaining algorithmic precision in implementing a complex combination of different types of interactions.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Emerging physiological sensing technologies provide a multitude of data about the user’s physiological status. Such data combined with advanced computational capabilities, such as machine learning techniques, opens up a door for designing interactive systems that are better aware of their users. However, introducing an additional input source to an existing interactive system often increases complexity. In particular, this is the case where the type of additional input is heterogeneous, compared to other conventional input types. (For example, imagine user status as an input in contrast to key press events.) As a result, the problem calls for programmers to take on greater responsibility for managing this increased complexity in their implementation.

To illustrate this challenge concretely, let us consider the following scenario. Suppose a programmer is implementing a small Graphical User Interface (GUI) application that responds to two different types of inputs: the user’s explicit mouse actions, namely events, and implicitly perceived user’s busyness, namely user status information. This application displays a graphical object on the screen. The object is initially painted in black; the object color changes to cyan when the user
presses the mouse; and it changes back to black when the user releases the mouse. Simultaneously, the object color changes by increasing the value of the red channel and decreasing the value of the green channel when the user is found to be busier.

While there are many ways to encode such interactive behaviors, this scenario introduces two competing desires in the programmer’s mind. First, when managing multiple input sources, the programmer wishes to write maintainable code by making it small and modular. Second, the programmer must also ensure all computations responding to inputs result in the expected program states. In other words, the programmer ends up needing to force themselves to choose one of the following approaches: a) prioritizing “separation of concerns” [7] by putting a logical boundary between how the application responds to user’s explicit events and how it does to implicitly perceived user status information; or b) prioritizing the algorithmic precision of interactive behaviors by employing compound conditionals to list procedures that cover all possible input combinations.

To expose the pros and cons of both approaches, Figure 1 implements the example GUI application using JavaScript-like syntax, in which the interactive behaviors are represented as handler logic. As for the approach a), the functions \( p \) and \( q \) define the event handler logic and user status handler logic, respectively. It achieves separation of concerns, and its benefits include code reuse of the

```javascript
const Events = [MouseDown, MouseUp, ...];
let world = {..., red : 0 , green : 0 , blue : 0, ..., x : 0, ...};
let user = {busy : true};
let p =
  function(event){
    if(event == MouseDown){
      world.red = 0;
      world.green = 255;
      world.blue = 255;
    }else if(event == MouseUp){
      world.blue = 0;
      world.green = 0;
      world.red = 0;
    }else{
      ... //for other events
    }
  };

t = function(event, user){
  if(event == MouseDown 
        && user.busy == true){
    world.red = 255;
    world.green = 0;
    world.blue = 255;
  }else if(event == MouseUp 
        && user.busy != true){
    world.red = 0;
    world.green = 255;
    world.blue = 0;
  }else{
    ... //for other events
  }
};

let q =
  function(user){
    if(user.busy == true){
      world.red = 255;
      world.green = 0;
    }
  };
```

Fig. 1. Interactions as handler logic written in a JavaScript-like syntax for the example GUI scenario. The `world` captures the application state, and the \((\text{red}, \text{green}, \text{blue})\) represents the color of the object on the screen. The `user` describes the user status information, which indicates whether the user is busy or not in this example.
handlers improving modularity. However, this approach does not explain how these handlers are synchronized, which implies multiple possible results based on the application run-time. As for the approach b), the function r precisely combines both handler logics into a single logic. This approach ensures the algorithmic precision by specifying exactly when and how the two handler logics interact to produce a single, final outcome. However, the procedure to respond to any particular input event ends up being distributed over every possible user status. This distribution often forces the programmer to implement boilerplate logic redundantly.

While common abstractions from general-purpose programming languages allow programmers to choose a trade-off, we argue that there should exist a supportive tool for programmers to achieve separation of concerns without giving up algorithmic precision when writing an interactive system that handles both explicit user events and implicitly perceived user status information.

To that end, we designed a domain-specific language (DSL), named Hook, that allows programmers to express event handler logic and user status handler logic separately and compose them to produce the single handler that the application run-time can use. The Hook language comprises the two key ideas: (1) the abstraction layer to enclose the handler logics in the concept of explicit and implicit interaction, and (2) the fusion strategies to precisely glue the results of computations expressed as explicit and implicit interactions.

Figure 2 illustrates how the programmer would implement the same example GUI application using the Hook language. The code in the quasi-quotes, [hook| ... |], encodes the interactive behaviors using the primitives of the language. The expression bound to the variable e uses the

data Event = MouseDown | MouseUp | ...
data World = World { ..., red :: Int, green :: Int, blue :: Int ...
               , ..., x :: Int, ...}
data User = User { busy :: Bool }

[hook]
e = explicit world where
    MouseDown -> do { returnIO world { red = 0, green = 255, blue = 255 } }
| MouseUp  -> do { returnIO world { red = 0, green = 0, blue = 0 } }
| _       -> do { returnIO world } --for other events

i = implicit world where
    User { busy = True } -> do { returnIO world { red = 255, green = 0 } }
| _               -> do-nothing

c = (after e
    handles MouseDown
    do i
    then merge)
]

Fig. 2. Interactions expressed with the Hook language for the same example GUI scenario. The explicit interaction, bound to e, encloses the event handler logic. The implicit interaction, bound to i, encloses the user status handler logic. The composed interaction, bound to c, is the handler that will be registered to the eco-system that the GUI application runs on.
explicit keyword to enclose the event handler logic in the concept of explicit interaction, and it modifies the application state, $\text{world}$, based on explicit user input events. (e.g., mouse events produced by the user.) Similarly, the expression bound to $i$ uses the implicit keyword to enclose the user status handler logic in the concept of implicit interaction, and it modifies $\text{world}$ based on implicitly perceived user status information. (e.g., the user’s current busyness.) Together, these primitives $e$ and $i$ achieve the separation of concerns that the functions $p$ and $q$ achieved in Figure 1.

To also achieve algorithmic precision, the expression bound to $c$ is composed of $e$ and $i$, in which when and how $i$ runs with respect to $e$ are precisely declared by the keywords after, handles, and merge. First, the after keyword specifies that the implicit interaction, $i$, modifies $\text{world}$ after the explicit interaction, $e$, does. Then, the handles keyword followed by the $\text{MouseDown}$ specifies that $i$ modifies $\text{world}$ only when $\text{handles MouseDown}$ events. Lastly, the merge keyword specifies that the modifications made by $e$ and $i$ are glued together using the merge strategy—one of the three fusion strategies that the Hook language provides. The later sections cover this composition process in more detail and show additional variations.

This paper contributes to methods of integrating implicit interactions into conventional interactive systems by providing: 1) A set of abstractions that help programmers to describe explicit and implicit interactions as parameterized “world transformation” [9] functions; 2) An implementation of the Hook language, as an embedded DSL in Haskell, that allows programmers to express explicit and implicit interactions independently and specify their compositions declaratively; 3) The computational model of the Hook language compiler for future language replication and extension; and 4) The case studies that demonstrate how the Hook language assists programmers in achieving both separation of concerns and algorithmic precision.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Explicit and Implicit Interactions

Referring to the field of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI), Hornbæk and Oulasvirta [20] state that “the term interaction is field-defining, . . . ” There is a substantial body of work on the design of explicit interactions. This work includes Direct Manipulation [55], and, for example, Graphical User Interfaces (GUI) appear widely in our daily life. Meanwhile, researchers explore other forms of interactions beyond Direct Manipulation as more sensing technologies become available. One of the forms is an interaction design that concerns environmental contexts as a source of input. For example, a location-aware computer system, discussed in the context of ubiquitous computing [60], and context-enabled applications [47] are such examples. By extension, Schmidt [48] introduces the term “implicit human-computer interaction” for such the design and defines it as “an action performed by the user that is not primarily aimed to interact with a computerised system but which such a system understands as input.”

Aligning with recent works providing an overview [13], introducing a framework [27], and discussing challenges [50] in the design of implicit interactions, we echo that implicit and explicit interactions are different in nature. We consider that explicit interaction involves a process where a human explicitly sends a command (or equivalents) to a computer and then the computer responds to it. Meanwhile, implicit interaction involves a process where, while a human and computer are in an interactive relationship, the computer implicitly perceives thing related to the human, treats it as input, and then responds to it. The word “implicitly perceive,” which we will use through this paper, implies that the computer ideally demands no effort from the human when understanding the thing as input and that the human is unconscious of producing the input. In this sense, cognition-aware computing [3] and some Brain-Computer Interfaces (BCI) works would be user interface designs that involve implicit interactions. For example, Brainput [57] implicitly measures the user’s “brain
activity patterns,” utilizes them as input to a human-robot interactive system, and then controls the autonomy level of robots. Similarly, BACh [62] implicitly measures the user’s “cognitive workload,” leverages it as input, and then controls the difficulty levels of tasks in learning contexts. On the other hand, if a BCI translates brain activities that the user intentionally created to commands for performing computer tasks (e.g., typing [41]), then it would be a design involving explicit interactions.

While Schmidt [48] generalizes the contexts and proposes the “situational context,” our work further expands it to include implicitly perceived user status information—in particular physiological understandings of the user—and treats it as a viable input for an interactive system.

2.2 Formal Specifications

In the field of HCI, formal specification becomes increasingly important as novel user interface designs emerge. There is considerable work on the methods for formally describing behaviors of interactive systems. This work includes state diagram based approaches, such as network definition language [37], terminal state transition diagram [42], a language for visual programming [24], statecharts [15], and grammar based approaches, such as action languages [46], SYNGRAPH system [40], BNF-based notations [23], and so on.

Besides, with abstraction techniques seen in software engineering, the formal specification research in HCI introduces User Interface Management System (UIMS) [28], many of which provide higher-level abstractions specific to definite purposes and aim to facilitate software developments. For example, ALGAE [12] is a UIMS that abstracts and specifies events and event handlers for dialogues, and Sassafras [18] comes with a language for specifying concurrent dialogues. MIKE [39] is also a UIMS that describes “interactive interface” using data types of the application. Meanwhile, UIMS is not limited to dialogue-style interfaces. For example, some work introduces the concept of constraints to specify relationships among data and views [2, 19]. Garnet [35] has its own constraint system and uses one-way constraints to specify relationships among objects and their interactive behaviors. Also, UAN [16] concerns “the behavioral aspects” of interactive systems and provides notations to describe a series of user actions.

The formal specification research also extends to non-WIMP user interface designs as hardware and software architectures advance. Some work aims to capture characteristics of non-WIMP including “continuous interaction between user and computer via several parallel, asynchronous channels or devices” [25]. For example, PMIW [26] combines “data-flow” and “token-based event handlers” to describe interactions found in a virtual environment. HephaisTK [8] concerns the synchronization issue in a combination of Tangible User Interfaces and other modalities and discusses fusion techniques. Hasselt UIMS [5] concerns multimodal interactions and provides an integrated system that combines events from multiple input modalities and specifies handlers for “composite events.”

Past work suggests that providing abstractions that suit specific interaction types facilitates user interface design, while the level of abstraction is often a trade-off with the level of expressiveness. Our work considers “interaction” as the highest level of abstraction and utilizes it as the lens to capture interactive behaviors involved in user interface designs. In particular, our work defines “interaction” as a first-class primitive in the proposed language and studies a method to compose two types of interactions (explicit and implicit) derived from the “interaction” abstraction.

2.3 Domain-Specific Language (DSL)

In the field of HCI, the term DSL covers the concept of User Interface Description Language (UIDL). The foundation of UIDL lies within the development of UIMS; therefore, some work on the designs of UIDL shares parts of the aims UIMS sets forth. This work includes model-based user interface
designs, some of which aim to cope with the increasing diversity in input/output modalities and often leverage the form of XML to describe specifications and constructs of user interfaces. For example, USIXML [30] describes models related to various levels of user interface design processes and makes user interface designs “device-, platform-, modality-, and context-independent.” MARIA [43] covers the domain of web services, whereas PUC [38] covers interfaces for remotely controlling devices. Not limited to XML-based techniques, ICOs [36] provides “Petri-net-based” notations. In addition, other forms of modeling include such as: Interactors in Garnet [34] model input event handling using Lisp-family syntax; Schwarz et al. [49] model “probabilistic events”; Proton [29] uses regular expressions for touch gestures; and ProbUI [4] defines declarative expressions along with “probabilistic gesture models.”

UIDLs in HCI offer various levels of formalism in modeling user interfaces, yet it does not necessarily imply they are programmable per se. Meanwhile, in the area of Programming Language research, a DSL is often designed to be more restrictive than general-purpose programming languages but better to optimize, formalize, and prove properties of programs written in that DSL. For example, PADS [11] is a DSL for specifying, parsing, and pretty-printing ad-hoc file formats. Forest [10] is also a DSL for specifying and traversing ad-hoc file systems. Moreover, DSL could be stand-alone. For example, Elm [6] is a programming language that is domain-specific to interactive web applications and provides an eco-system including design patterns, syntax, compiler (transpiler to JavaScript code), and run-time. Djinn/Smala [31] proposes “Interaction-Oriented Programming” and provides syntax and semantics to express relationships between “events and reactions.” Flapjax [33] provides a compiler (transpiler to JavaScript code) and adds “reactive semantics” to JavaScript. Similarly, Mobi [17] provides syntax and a compiler to unify “design, styling, data modeling, querying and application logic” in mobile web application developments.

While the Functional Reactive Programming (FRP) paradigm (e.g., “signal” in Elm, “event stream” in Scala.React [32], etc.) captures discrete events coming from multiple input sources and allows programmers to merge them, our proposed language captures handler logics using the “interaction” abstraction and helps programmers to glue the computational effects of the two types of interactions, each of which responds to a different type of input.

3 THE HOOK LANGUAGE

The Hook language is a programming language for expressing explicit and implicit interactions and their compositions; it consists of a surface syntax, run-time libraries, and a compiler. In this section, we focus on the surface syntax of the language and describe our implementation1 of the Hook language as an embedded DSL in Haskell.

3.1 Abstracting Interactions as World Transformation Functions

The benefit of using the Hook language is that programmers can express two types of interactions, explicit and implicit, independently and can compose them declaratively. For this, the Hook language provides the abstraction layer where programmers can extract interactions as a data type and compose them via a higher-order function. In other words, interaction is a first-class citizen in the Hook language, and is the unit of programmers’ interest. The following code fragment is the declaration of Interaction type in our host language, Haskell, and is provided as a part of the Hook language run-time libraries.

```haskell
data Interaction kind user event m world
```

The Interaction type makes it possible to represent interactive behaviors of arbitrary applications by exposing application-specific information as type variables. This means that when using

---

1The code for this implementation is provided at (URL).
the **Hook** language, the programmer will be responsible for implementing a concrete type for each of the five type variables per application. For example, the kind type variable specifies the kind of *this* interaction, and it will be either **Explicit** or **Implicit** in this research. The event and user type variables parameterize the explicit user events and implicitly perceived user status information, respectively, that *this* interaction responds to. The \textit{m} type variable exposes application-specific contexts that could involve side-effects. For instance, \textit{m} may be \textit{IO}, \textit{State}, or even their combination, for monadic (e.g., sequence-dependent) computations, or it may be \textit{Identity} for pure computations. Lastly, the \textit{world} type variable parameterizes the application state. For example, suppose a programmer is implementing a GUI application involving a counter. Then, \textit{world} for this application will include fields for the current count, the appearance of the counter, and so on.

The Interaction type also helps us to formally define the terms "explicit interaction" and "implicit interaction" in the context of this research. As the foundation, we first argue that "interaction" can be explained as a process that takes input and the current (application) state and then modifies the (application) state based on the given input within a specific context. Needless to say, it assumes humans will be a source of inputs and perceive the updated state. To be specific, using the vocabularies from the Interaction type, we define "interaction" as an anonymous function of type \((\text{input} \to \text{world} \to \text{m world})\). This type signature discloses that it is a function taking \textit{input} and the (current) \textit{world} and then returning \textit{m world}, in which the resulting \textit{world} may include some modifications made in the context \textit{m}. Using the "interaction" as the umbrella term, we then define that "explicit interaction" is an "interaction" where \textit{input} \in \textit{event} and that "implicit interaction" is an "interaction" where \textit{input} \in \textit{user}.

Lastly, we refer to the modification of the application state—represented as \((\text{world} \to \text{m world})\) in the "interaction"—as world transformation function, whose idea stems from the functional IO programming [9]. Leveraging this set of abstractions, programmers now can describe explicit interactions as world transformation functions parameterized over explicit user events and implicit interactions as ones parameterized over implicitly perceived user status information. Next, we present how programmers would express the two types of interactions using the syntax of the **Hook** language.

### 3.2 Expressing Interactions

As stated, explicit and implicit interactions are parameterized world transformation functions in the **Hook** language. Hence, expressing an explicit interaction is to describe how explicit user events change the current application state; similarly, expressing an implicit interaction is to describe how implicitly perceived user status information change the current application state.

Figure 3 shows the grammar of the **Hook** language, and the following example implements one explicit and one implicit interaction using the syntax of the **Hook** language. In this example, the explicit interaction is bound to the variable \(e\) and the implicit one is bound to the variable \(i\).

\[
\begin{align*}
e &= \text{explicit} (\text{World} \text{ color} \text{ text}) \text{ where} \\
&M\text{ouseDown} \to \text{do} \{ \text{returnIO (World Red text)} \} \\
&M\text{ouseUp} \to \text{do} \{ \text{returnIO (World Black text)} \} \\
&M(\text{StdIn} \text{ words}) \to \text{do} \{ \text{returnIO (World color (text ++ words))} \}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
i &= \text{implicit} (\text{World} \text{ color} \text{ text}) \text{ where} \\
&\text{(Happy True)} \to \text{do} \{ \text{returnIO (World color (text ++ ":\:"))} \} \\
&\text{(Happy False)} \to \text{do} \{ \text{returnIO (World color (text ++ ":(\:"))} \}
\end{align*}
\]

The definition of the explicit and implicit interaction begins with the keyword, **explicit** and **implicit**, respectively. Then, the keyword is followed by the pattern expressing the application
Exp ::= When Exp Condition do Exp How
| x
| explicit p where {p -> e |}+
| implicit p where {p -> e |}+
| Exp and Exp
| Exp or Exp
| it

Decl ::= x = Exp

When ::= before | after
Condition ::= handles p | e

How ::= then merge
| then overwrite
| then tweak
| e

p ::= <HOST LANGUAGE PATTERN>
e ::= <HOST LANGUAGE EXPRESSION>
| do-nothing

Fig. 3. The grammar describing well-formed programs written in the Hook language. The programs are a collection of type level declarations (Decl), each of which could be bound to an identifier x. Patterns p and expressions e are provided by the host language Haskell and defined by the Template Haskell \[52\] metaprogramming library.

state, namely world patterns. In this example, (World color text) is the one, and it reveals that the world has two fields, color and text, and brings those variables into scope.

The where keyword, following the world pattern, indicates the beginning of the pattern matching, and each case match is a pair of pattern and world transformer delimited by the right arrow, \(\rightarrow\). In the explicit interaction, the pattern ought to express explicit user events, namely event patterns. In this example, each of MouseDown, MouseUp, and (StdIn words) is an event pattern. Similarly, in the implicit interaction, the pattern ought to express implicitly perceived user status information, namely user status patterns. In this example, each of (Happy True) and (Happy False) is a user status pattern. Lastly, the world transformer, following the \(\rightarrow\), describes how the given world will be modified. For instance, in e, the color part of the world will change to Red when the user presses the mouse. For instance, in i, the text part of the world will change by appending a smiley face to the text when the user is happy.

3.3 Composing Interactions

In the Hook language, composing interactions refers to producing a new interaction based on two other interactions. (See also implications in Discussion section.) For this, the Hook language provides a special syntax—in fact the namesake of the language—that guides programmers to hook an implicit interaction into an explicit one, which results in producing a new explicit interaction. The syntax is designed to express the internal behavior of the newly composed interaction and requires programmers to declare when to perform the given implicit interaction concerning the given explicit one and how to fuse the computational effects of the two interactions.

The following example exhibits two composed interactions, \(c_1\) and \(c_2\), where the variable e and i refers to the explicit and implicit interaction presented above.

\[
c_1 = (\text{before } e \text{ do } i)
\]

\[
c_2 = (\text{after } e \text{ do } i)
\]

The definition of the composed interaction begins with either the before or after keyword. Then, the keyword is followed by the explicit interaction, the do keyword, and then the implicit interaction. As it sounds, the before and after keyword declare when to perform the implicit interaction with respect to the explicit interaction. For example, \(c_1\) is a composed interaction that behaves in the way that "before running e, (do) run i." This means that given the current world,
i will first modify the given world, and then e will modify the world modified by i. Similarly, c2 is a composed interaction that behaves in the way that “after running e, (do) run i.” This means that given the current world, e will first modify the given world, and then i will modify the world modified by e. Recall that one explicit interaction can handle more than one event pattern. For instance, e will respond to the three events, MouseDown, MouseUp, and (StdIn words). As a result, in c1 and c2, whenever e runs on any of the three events, i also runs.

The Hook language has the handles keyword for narrowing down when to perform the implicit interaction based on event patterns of the explicit interaction. In the syntax, the handles keyword is always followed by one event pattern, and those are placed between the explicit interaction and the do keyword, when used. The following example exhibits three composed interactions, c3, c4 and c5, using the keyword; therefore, i runs only when does e run on the specified event.

\[
\begin{align*}
c_3 &= \text{after e handles MouseDown do i} \\
c_4 &= \text{after e handles (StdIn words) do i} \\
c_5 &= \text{after e handles (StdIn "\n") do i}
\end{align*}
\]

As in, c3 is a composed interaction, where i runs after e handles MouseDown but doesn’t when e handles any other events. In c4, i runs only when does e respond to (StdIn words), which represents key press events and words captures characters typed. In addition, the event pattern, following the handles keyword, can be more specific than ones from the explicit interaction. For instance, c5 is still well-formed and is more specific than c4 because “\n” (a newline) is more specific than words, referring to any characters. Note that when the character typed is not “\n”, c5 can still respond to (StdIn words) events in the same way how e does.

So far, the syntax explains when to run the implicit interaction concerning the explicit one. Meanwhile, the following example exhibits three composed interactions, c6, c7 and c8, that declare not only the application order of the two interactions but also how to fuse the effects of the two interactions.

\[
\begin{align*}
c_6 &= \text{after e handles MouseDown do i then merge} \\
c_7 &= \text{after e handles MouseDown do i then overwrite} \\
c_8 &= \text{after e handles MouseDown do i then tweak}
\end{align*}
\]

To glue the two interactions together, the Hook language provides the three types of fusion strategies—merge, overwrite, and tweak. (See the details below.) As seen in this example, each of the merge, overwrite, and tweak keywords directly corresponds to the name of fusion strategies and declares which one to use. In the syntax, all the three follow the then keyword, which follows the implicit interaction. As a side note, if no fusion strategy is specified, then the Hook language compiler chooses the merge strategy as the default behavior. That is, the composed interaction c3 and c6 behave in the same way.

Fusion strategy details. The fusion strategies are methods to conclude the final outcome of the composed interaction based on the computational results of the two interactions ran internally. The fusion strategies recognize which interaction changed which fields of the world and then decide which of the changes, the two interactions made, will persist in the final outcome.

There are three types of fusion strategies and each of them employs a unique way to produce its outcome. The merge strategy keeps all changes made by the first and second interactions. (Recall that the two interactions run in the specified order.) This strategy is the most general form of fusion and is equivalent to function composition. On the other hand, the overwrite strategy keeps only changes made cooperatively by the first and second interactions and ones made solely by the second interaction, yet it throws away changes made solely by the first interaction. The intuition behind this strategy is that the second interaction overwrites the effects of the first interaction. Similarly,
the **tweak** strategy keeps only changes made cooperatively by the first and second interactions and ones made solely by the first interaction, yet it throws away changes made solely by the second interaction. The intuition behind this strategy is that the second interaction tweaks the effects of the first interaction. Note that in all the three fusion strategies, changes made by the second interaction may depend on changes made by the first interaction, regardless of whether they persist in the final outcome.

To make the descriptions transparent, Figure 4 uses Venn diagrams to visualize the notion of “which changes will persist.” First of all, Figure 4 (Left) shows the premise that after running the two interactions in the specified order, each field of the world will always belong to one of the following four groups: G1 if the field was changed only by the first interaction; G2 if the field was changed by the first interaction and then by the second interaction; G3 if the field was changed only by the second interaction; and G4 if the field was changed by none of the first and second interactions. Using this grouping, Figure 4 (Right) illustrates the possible outcomes when applying the three fusion strategies. In short, applying each of the merge, overwrite, and tweak strategies results in producing the world that preserves effects made to fields belonging to (G1, G2, and G3), (G2 and G3), and (G1 and G2), respectively.

The fusion strategies empower programmers to take control of the field-level changes made to the world. To illustrate the benefit of using the fusion strategies, let us consider the example scenario presented in Introduction section once again. Recall the functions p, q, and r shown in Figure 1. Because the value of the green channel in r corresponds to the result from q and not p, we could guess that the programmer subtly implied that the user status information is handled after the event is done and merged their outcomes. However, this intention is only clear in the mind of the programmer and is not always apparent in the implementation. Furthermore, in case the programmer needed to change the logic that r currently employs, the programmer would probably need to re-implemented r from scratch. In contrast, recall the implementations of e, i, and c shown in Figure 2. In the **Hook** language, the syntax of the composed interaction directly explains the programmer’s intention on how the implicit and explicit interactions interfere with each other. Moreover, changing the logic for composing interactions can be accomplished simply by choosing one of the other fusion strategies.

To find the effects of changing the fusion strategy, Table 1 shows the possible outcomes when c in Figure 2 employs each of the three fusion strategies, and it reveals that each case results in producing a different outcome in this example scenario. Also, Figure 5 illustrates the run-time

---

### Table 1. The possible outcomes from using the three fusion strategies in Figure 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fusion Strategy</th>
<th>channel (color)</th>
<th>red</th>
<th>green</th>
<th>blue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>merge</td>
<td></td>
<td>255</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>overwrite</td>
<td></td>
<td>255</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tweak</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(do-nothing)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>255</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: do-nothing case is for when the user is not busy; thus, no fusion strategy is applied.
behavior of the composed interaction \( c \) that employs the overwrite strategy instead of the merge. Assume that the user of the GUI application pressed the mouse while the user was busy. Assume also that the initial world (\( w_0 \)), representing the current application state, contains the color black with initial fields set to 0. Following the definition of \( c \), \( e \) first receives \( w_0 \) and changes the green and blue fields to 255, which results in \( w_1 \). Then, \( i \) receives \( w_1 \) and changes the red field to 255 and the green field to 0, which results in \( w_2 \). Lastly, the overwrite strategy considers \( w_0 \), \( w_1 \), and \( w_2 \) to produce the resulting world, \( w_3 \). By applying the overwrite strategy, \( w_3 \) preserves the effects made to the red and green fields but not ones made to the blue field; that is, \( i \) overwrites the effects of \( e \).

![Diagram showing the run-time behavior of the composed interaction](image)

**Fig. 5.** The run-time behavior of the composed interaction shown in Figure 2 that employs the overwrite strategy instead of the merge.

### 3.4 Complex Compositions

All the composed interactions presented so far hook a single implicit interaction into a single explicit one. Recall, meanwhile, that composed interactions are also explicit interactions at the type level because a composed interaction responds to explicit user events, in which the computational effects of implicit interaction are already fused into it. It means that programmers can further hook another implicit interaction into a composed one, allowing them to express even more complex compositions.

For facilitating this, the *Hook* language prepares the three keywords—\( \text{and} \), \( \text{it} \), and \( \text{or} \). The following code fragments exhibit example uses of the keywords. (As a side note, the do-nothing keyword, replacing a world transformer, is useful when programmers think of complex compositions. Programmers can use the keyword when they want to make the pattern matching exhaustive, for example, by adding a wildcard pattern, but do not want that case to be considered in the process of applying the fusion strategy.)
The `or` keyword combines two explicit interactions and produces a single explicit interaction that unions all the case matches from the two interactions. For example, `e3` is an explicit interaction that has all the three case matches from `e1` and `e2`. When using the `or` keyword, the programmer is responsible for ensuring no patterns are redundant. Yet, the order of the case matches is taken care of by the Hook language compiler so that a more specific pattern matches first.

The `and` and `it` keywords are always used together and declare when and how another implicit interaction runs with the composed interaction. The `and` keyword follows the composed interaction that is the base of the newly composed interaction, plus the `it` keyword refers to the base interaction. At the same time, the `and` keyword is followed by the definition hooking another implicit interaction into the interaction that the `it` keyword is referring to. For example, `c4` is a newly composed interaction hooking `i2` into a composed interaction that hooks `i1` into `e3`. Furthermore, because the newly composed interaction is also explicit interaction at the type level, the programmer can further hook another implicit interaction into it. For instance, `c5` is another newly composed interaction hooking `i1` into a composed interaction, which is `c4` equivalent, that hooks `i2` into a composed interaction that hooks `i1` into `(e1 or e2)`, which is `e3` equivalent. In this manner, programmers can continue hooking as many implicit interactions as needed.

### 3.5 Implementation Considerations

This section lists some implementation details of the current Hook language compiler, which will be essential and particularly useful to programmers.

**Capture-avoiding substitution for scoping.** When bringing host language expressions and patterns into the same scope, the Hook language compiler applies capture-avoiding substitution. The algorithm walks over the pattern algebraic data type provided by Template Haskell to collect all the variables bound by the pattern and then renames them in both the pattern and the expression, except when sub-patterns shadow them.

**Overlaps in patterns.** As seen in Composing Interactions and Complex Compositions sections, a composed interaction could involve cases where more strict matches are specified than any matches available and cases where more than one implicit interactions are hooked with potential overlaps in the patterns. To find whether a pattern shadows another, the Hook language compiler checks the property using the syntactic structure of the pattern with no type information for most cases. For example, a variable or a wildcard matches anything, a literal matches on `Eq` equality, and
everything else matches on inductive structure or name equality. When finding overlaps, the Hook language compiler sorts the patterns so that the most specific pattern matches first in the original declaration order.

Retrieving user status information. Most modern eco-systems already provide high-level descriptions for low-level hardware events, so that programmers can deal directly with events (e.g., mouse clicks) instead of constantly checking a particular part of the computer memory to find the current state of the hardware (e.g., a mouse). While the programmer can leverage the tokens of events provided by the eco-system of their choice as the event patterns in the Hook language, the programmer is responsible for defining their own representation of the user status information and a context-specific way to retrieve that information. To be specific, using the vocabularies from the Interaction type, the Hook language compiler expects the programmer provides a function of type \( m \text{ user} \), written in the host language, which returns a user status pattern of type \text{user} when called. Note that \( m \) will involve \( IO \) in most cases to accommodate side-effects.

Trackable. The Interaction type makes the Hook language agnostic to the types of events, user status, and worlds. At the same time, the Hook language compiler enforces the programmer to make their world type to be an instance of the Trackable typeclass\(^2\), so it can computationally keep track of the field-level changes made to any type of world. The following code fragment is the declaration of the Trackable typeclass in the host language and is provided as a part of the Hook language run-time libraries.

```haskell
class Trackable world where
  type Diff world
  delta :: world -> world -> Diff world
  appDiff :: Diff world -> world -> world
  undoSubDiff :: Diff world -> Diff world -> world -> world
```

The Trackable typeclass will provide an interface to specify how a world can change. To make a world type an instance of the Trackable typeclass, the programmer defines the representation of the difference between two worlds, \( \text{Diff world} \), and three methods: (1) \( \text{delta} \) for how to take the difference between two worlds, (2) \( \text{appDiff} \) for how to apply a difference to a world, and (3) \( \text{undoSubDiff} \) for how to undo the set subtraction of two differences on a world. In fact, the fusion strategies are defined in terms of these three methods. (See \( \Delta \) and fuse in Computational Model section for details.) Note that Trackable allows the programmer to define whether a field of the world is considered “changed” in case the field is overwritten with the same value. Note also that effects made outside the world (e.g., writing logs to a file) cannot be undone by \( \text{undoSubDiff} \).

4 COMPUTATIONAL MODEL

In this section, we formalize a high-level description of the Hook language as a computational model. The model consists of mathematical notations, abstract syntax, and semantics, describing the translation rules that the Hook language compiler employs. We aim the model to enable arbitrary host languages, which meet some preconditions, to implement the Hook language compiler as well as to be helpful means when extending the language in the future. Note that the computational model itself does not specify variable scoping, side-effects, application context, nor run-time system dependencies. Therefore, those details should be implemented based on idioms of the host language chosen.

\(^2\)Typeclasses are a mechanism in Haskell that enables ad-hoc polymorphism.
4.1 Mathematical Notations

We shall begin by showing the mathematical notations of the computational model. Figure 7 summarizes the notations, and the details are as follows.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(pattern)} & \quad p ::= x | \_ | \text{all } \bar{p} \\
\text{(world transformer)} & \quad t ::= \lambda p_w. w \mid f \\
\text{(world)} & \quad w ::= t(w) \mid \Delta \cdot w \mid x_w \\
\text{(delta)} & \quad \Delta ::= w - w \mid \Delta - \Delta \mid \Delta_0 \\
\text{(associated transformer)} & \quad m ::= (p_e, p_u) \rightarrow t \\
\text{(model)} & \quad M ::= \bar{m}
\end{align*}
\]

Fig. 7. Mathematical notations of the computational model.

\[
\begin{align*}
(1) & \quad (w_2 - w_1) \cdot w_1 = w_2 \\
(2) & \quad w - w = \Delta_0 \\
(3) & \quad \Delta - \Delta = \Delta_0 \\
(4) & \quad \Delta_0 \cdot w = w \\
(5) & \quad \Delta \cdot (\Delta \cdot w) = \Delta \cdot w
\end{align*}
\]

Fig. 8. The algebraic laws for \( \Delta \).

**Patterns.** Let \( p \) represent a language of patterns that, at minimum, includes variable bindings \( x \), a wildcard pattern \( \_ \) (underscore), and an inductively defined pattern \( \text{all } \bar{p} \) for matching the same expression with multiple sub-patterns. As a convenience, subscripts indicate particular sets of patterns, such that \( p_e \) for events, \( p_u \) for user status, and \( p_w \) for world states.

**World transformers.** Let \( t \) represent world transformers and have the abstraction form \( \lambda p_w. w \cdot t \) may include other arbitrary host language functions, notated \( f \), that modify the world. While allowing \( f \), \( t \) abstracts all host language expressions—for example, arithmetic, if-then-else statements, record operations, and so on—away from uses of events and user status information.

**Worlds.** Let \( w \) represent world expressions and have the following forms: world transformation function application \( t(w) \), applying and undoing of changes \( \Delta \cdot w \), and variable references \( x_w \).

**Deltas.** Let \( \Delta \) represent changes in the world state that can be applied or undone. In addition, let them be constructed by taking the differences between two worlds or by removing changes between two \( \Delta \)'s via set subtraction. For example, \( w_1 - w_2 \) notates the difference between \( w_1 \) and \( w_2 \). For example, \( \Delta_1 - \Delta_2 \) notates the parts of the world changed by \( \Delta_1 \) not also changed by \( \Delta_2 \). Lastly, when given \( \Delta \cdot w_1 = w_2 \), we read this as “applying \( \Delta \) to \( w_1 \) gives us \( w_2 \)” and “undoing \( \Delta \) from \( w_2 \) gives us \( w_1 \).”

To restrict the use of \( \Delta \), the following algebraic laws describe how this abstraction behaves when well-formed. Figure 8 lists the laws in a compact form, and the details are as follows.

\[
\begin{align*}
(1) & \quad (w_2 - w_1) \cdot w_1 = w_2: \text{Applying the change between two worlds to the first world should result in the second world.} \\
(2) & \quad w - w = \Delta_0: \text{Taking the difference between a world and itself should result in an empty delta, } \Delta_0. \\
(3) & \quad \Delta - \Delta = \Delta_0: \text{Taking the difference between a } \Delta \text{ and itself should also result in an } \Delta_0. \\
(4) & \quad \Delta_0 \cdot w = w: \text{Applying or undoing the } \Delta_0 \text{ with a world should result in that world.} \\
(5) & \quad \Delta \cdot (\Delta \cdot w) = \Delta \cdot w: \text{Applying or undoing a } \Delta \text{ should be idempotent.}
\end{align*}
\]

To illustrate the use of \( w \) and \( \Delta \), it may be helpful to imagine them as records. For example, if \( w_1 = \{\text{red: 100, green: 50, blue: 0}\} \), \( w_2 = \{\text{red: 50, green: 100, blue: 0}\} \), then \( w_1 - w_2 = \{\text{red: (100, 50), green: (50, 100)}\} \), which is a \( \Delta \). In this \( \Delta \), the value associated with each key of the world is a pair of old and new values. Then, set subtraction on \( \Delta \) would be performed over the keys. For instance, if \( \Delta_1 = \{\text{red: (100, 50), green: (50, 100)}\} \), \( \Delta_2 = \{\text{green: (100, 0)}\} \), then \( \Delta_1 - \Delta_2 = \{\text{red: (100, 50)}\} \). We read this as “get the parts of the world changed via \( \Delta_1 \) and remove any that were also changed via \( \Delta_2 \)."
Associated world transformers and Model. Let $m$ represent a match in a case statement that binds event and user status patterns to a world transformer, $(p_e, p_u) \rightarrow t$. Then, the model comprises an ordered collection of $m$, represented as $\tilde{m}$, in which the first match on an event and user status pattern short-circuits the rest. Note that the model omits how to obtain the user status information as a room to apply implementation specific optimizations.

4.2 Abstract Syntax and Semantics

Figure 9 shows the abstract syntax that describes the core expressions of programs written in the Hook language. The abstract syntax boils the grammar, presented in Figure 3, down to the three key expression forms: explicit expressions, implicit expressions, and hook expressions. The three forms directly correspond to their counterparts in the concrete syntax. (i.e., explicit, implicit, and composed interactions). Also, complex compositions and variable references can be statically rewritten in the three expressions. Below we shall show the processes to translate given Hook program code to the three key expressions and then to the computational model.

\[ \text{Exp} ::= \text{Explicit } p_w \text{ ExplMatch+} \]
\[ | \text{Implicit } p_w \text{ ImplMatch+} \]
\[ | \text{Hook Exp Exp When How} \]
\[ \text{ExplMatch ::= MatchE } p_e (w | \epsilon) \]
\[ \text{ImplMatch ::= MatchI } p_u (w | \epsilon) \]
\[ \text{When ::= (Order, Condition)} \]
\[ \text{Order ::= Before | After} \]
\[ \text{Condition ::= Handles } p_e | \text{All} \]
\[ \text{How ::= Merge | Overwrite | Tweak} \]

Fig. 9. The abstract syntax representing the core expressions for programs written in the Hook language.

4.2.1 Explicit Expressions. Let us consider the code fragment below, which is written using the concrete syntax. The code fragment represents an explicit interaction, which, in this example, is a handler responding to mouse events. The $w$ next to the explicit keyword is the variable for the world pattern introducing the identifier into scope. The $w$s in the do blocks are the forms of record updates in the host language functions on worlds, $f(w)$. Lastly, MouseDown and MouseUp are members of the event patterns, $p_e$.

\[
\text{explicit } w \text{ where } \\
\text{ MouseDown } \rightarrow \text{ do } \{ \text{return } w \{ \text{color} = \text{Red} \} \} \\
\text{ MouseUp } \rightarrow \text{ do } \{ \text{return } w \{ \text{color} = \text{Black} \} \}
\]

This code fragment is translated to the following explicit expression in the abstract syntax.

\[
\text{Explicit } w \{ \text{MatchE MouseDown (do } \{ \text{return } w \{ \text{color} = \text{Red} \} \} ) \\
, \text{MatchE MouseUp (do } \{ \text{return } w \{ \text{color} = \text{Black} \} \} ) \} \\
\]

Then, this explicit expression is expectedly translated to the following $\tilde{m}$.

\[
\{(\text{MouseDown,}_\epsilon) \rightarrow \lambda w. w\{\text{color} = \text{Red}\} \\
, (\text{MouseUp,}_\epsilon) \rightarrow \lambda w. w\{\text{color} = \text{Black}\}\}
\]

In this translation process, $\tilde{m}$ preserves the order of the abstract matches, MatchE, shown in the explicit expression. Plus, for every abstract match MatchE, a world transformer, given the world pattern $p_w$, is associated with the $p_e$ from the MatchE and the wildcard pattern ($\epsilon$) for $p_u$, since this expression does not depend on user status information. As in, this $\tilde{m}$ represents a case statement that will first match on the MouseDown event and any user status information to produce a world transformer that sets the color to Red. If that pattern does not match, then it will try to match the MouseUp event and any user status information to produce a world transformer that sets the
color to \texttt{Black}. Note that the model leaves checking for exhaustive pattern matching as a host language implementation detail. Lastly, Figure 10 includes this translation semantics, labeled as explicit expression rule.

4.2.2 Implicit Expressions. Let us consider the code fragment below, which is written using the concrete syntax. The code fragment represents an implicit interaction, which, in this example, is a handler responding to the user status information that indicates whether the user is happy. The wildcard pattern indicates any other user status, which implies the user is not happy in this example. Lastly, \texttt{User \{ happy = True \}} and the wildcard pattern are members of the user status patterns, $p_u$.

\begin{verbatim}
  implicit w where
  User \{ happy = True \} -> do \{ return w \{ color = Green \} \}
  | _ -> do \{ return w \}
\end{verbatim}

This code fragment is translated to the following implicit expression in the abstract syntax.

\begin{verbatim}
  Implicit w [ MatchI (User \{ happy = True \}) (do \{ return w \{ color = Green \} \})
  , MatchI _ (do \{ return w \})]
\end{verbatim}

Then, this implicit expression is translated to the following $\tilde{m}$.

\begin{verbatim}
  \{ (_ , User\{happy = True\}) \rightarrow \lambda w . w\{color = Green\} ,
  (_ , _) \rightarrow \lambda w . w\}
\end{verbatim}

In this translation process, for every abstract match, MatchI, a world transformer, given the world pattern $p_w$, is associated with the $p_u$ from the MatchI and the wildcard pattern (_ ) for $p_e$, since the implicit interaction does not bind to any particular event. Recall that unlike explicit interactions, implicit interactions by themselves do not specify when they will be triggered. However, the computational model omits to restrict what kinds of interactions can be run as an implementation specific detail. Lastly, Figure 10 includes this translation semantics, labeled as implicit expression rule.

4.2.3 Hook Expressions. A hook expression is a composition of an explicit expression with an implicit one, which results in a new explicit expression. Let us consider the code fragment below. In this example, the code between \textit{after} and \textit{do} is the explicit interaction, and the one between \textit{do} and \textit{then} is the implicit interaction. This code fragment discloses a composed interaction that internally performs the following: “after running the explicit interaction, (do) run the implicit interaction, and then apply the tweak fusion strategy to glue the results of computations.”

\begin{verbatim}
  after ( explicit w where
    MouseDown -> do \{ return w \{ color = Red, brightness = Max \} \}
    | MouseUp -> do \{ return w \{ color = Black \} \}
  )
  do ( implicit w where
    User \{ happy = False \} -> do \{ return w \{ brightness = Min \} \}
    | _ -> do \{ return w \}
  )
  then tweak
\end{verbatim}

The code fragment is translated to the following hook expression in the abstract syntax.

\begin{verbatim}
Hook (Explicit w [ MatchE MouseDown (do\{ return w\{color = Red, brightness = Max\} \})
  , MatchE MouseUp (do\{ return w\{color = Black\} \})])
(Implicit w [ MatchI (User\{happy = False\}) (do\{ return w\{brightness = Min\} \})
  , MatchI _ (do \{ return w \})])
(After, All) Tweak
\end{verbatim}
Enforced by the concrete syntax, hook expression assumes the first sub-expression to be an explicit expression and the second sub-expression to be an implicit expression. (After, All) is a form of (Order, Condition), which declares when the implicit sub-expression should be evaluated concerning the explicit sub-expression. The Order abstract syntax specifies whether the implicit sub-expression happens Before or After the explicit sub-expression does whereas the Condition abstract syntax narrows down the occurrence based on event patterns in the explicit sub-expression. The Handles \( p_e \) condition binds every user status pattern in the implicit sub-expression with all the event patterns in the explicit one that match the specified \( p_e \). On the other hand, the All condition, used in this example, binds every user status pattern with every event pattern (i.e., like a cross product). Lastly, Tweak is a form of the How abstract syntax, which specifies what changes to the world (application state) get persisted in terms of the \( \Delta \) algebra.

Then, this hook expression is translated to the following \( \bar{m} \). For readability, assume that the \( \Delta \) algebra includes a let form to enable undoing changes, meaning that \( w' \) is the resulting world.

\[
\begin{align*}
\{( \text{MouseDown}, \text{User\{happy = False\}}) \to \lambda w . \let ((t_3(t_1(w))-t_1(w)) \cdot w' = t_3(t_1(w)) \text{ in } w') \\
, (\text{MouseDown, } \_ ) \to \lambda w . \let ((t_4(t_1(w))-t_1(w)) \cdot w' = t_4(t_1(w)) \text{ in } w') \\
, (\text{MouseUp, User\{happy = False\}}) \to \lambda w . \let ((t_5(t_2(w))-t_2(w)) \cdot w' = t_5(t_2(w)) \text{ in } w') \\
, (\text{MouseUp, } \_ ) \to \lambda w . \let ((t_6(t_2(w))-t_2(w)) \cdot w' = t_6(t_2(w)) \text{ in } w')
\end{align*}
\]

where

\[
\begin{align*}
t_1 & : \lambda w . w\{\text{color = Red, brightness = Max}\} \\
t_2 & : \lambda w . w\{\text{color = Black}\} \\
t_3 & : \lambda w . w\{\text{brightness = Min}\} \\
t_4 & : \lambda w . w
\end{align*}
\]

In this translation process, each of the explicit and implicit sub-expressions first translates to their respective model, \( m_{\bar{m}}^{\text{expl}} \) and \( m_{\bar{m}}^{\text{impl}} \). Then, the translator would bind every match in \( m_{\bar{m}}^{\text{impl}} \) to every match in \( m_{\bar{m}}^{\text{expl}} \), which results in the final \( m \) that comprises four matches in this example. Note that the matches are sorted, so the most specific matches apply first. As for the world transformation part, in every Before composition, the world transformer from the implicit sub-expression \( t_{\bar{m}}^{\text{impl}} \) runs on the given world first. Similarly in every After composition, the world transformer from the explicit sub-expression \( t_{\bar{m}}^{\text{expl}} \) runs on the given world first. In both cases, the resulting world is then given to the other sub-expression’s world transformer. In this example, the After abstract syntax enforced that \( t_3 \) and \( t_4 \) from \( m_{\bar{m}}^{\text{impl}} \) always come after \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \) from \( m_{\bar{m}}^{\text{expl}} \). Note that in case \( m \) includes a pair of \( \varepsilon \), corresponding to the do-nothing keyword, and non-\( \varepsilon \), then the translator produces a world transformer that simply passes through the result of the non-\( \varepsilon \) world transformation. In case \( m \) includes a pair of two \( \varepsilon s \), then the translator produces an identity world transformer. Lastly, the composition using the Tweak fusion strategy applies the specified world transformers and then undoes the difference.
Figure 10 shows this translation semantics, labeled as hook expression rule, where the rule uses the following three constructs: fuse, satisfy, and sort.

(Explicit expression rule)

\[
\text{Explicit } p_w [... , \text{MatchE } p_e w, ... ] \Rightarrow \{ ..., (p_e, \_ ) \rightarrow \lambda \; p_w \cdot w, ... \}
\]

(Implicit expression rule)

\[
\text{Implicit } p_w [... , \text{MatchI } p_u w, ... ] \Rightarrow \{ ..., (p_u) \rightarrow \lambda \; p_w \cdot w, ... \}
\]

(Hook expression rule)

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{expE} & \Rightarrow m_{\text{expI}} \\
\text{implE} & \Rightarrow m_{\text{implI}} \\
\forall (p_e, p_u) & \rightarrow t_{\text{expI}} \in m_{\text{expI}}, (\_ , p_u) \rightarrow t_{\text{implI}} \in m_{\text{implI}}
\end{align*}
\]

Hook expE implE (order, condition) how ⇒

\[
\text{sort}((p_e, \text{all } [p_u_1, p_u_n]) \rightarrow \text{fuse}(t_{\text{expI}}, t_{\text{implI}}, \text{order, how}) | \text{satisfy}(p_e, \text{condition})
\]

∪ \{(p_e, p_u) \rightarrow t_{\text{expI}} | \neg \text{satisfy}(p_e, \text{condition})\}

Fig. 10. The translation semantics of the Hook language compiler.

Let \( \text{fuse}(t_{\text{expI}}, t_{\text{implI}}, \text{Order, How}) \) be a syntactic translation that, \( \forall t_{\text{expI}}, t_{\text{implI}} \), it produces a \( t' \) such that:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order</th>
<th>How</th>
<th>( t' )</th>
<th>where</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>any</td>
<td>any</td>
<td>( \lambda x. x )</td>
<td>( t_{\text{expI}} = e, t_{\text{implI}} = e )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Before</td>
<td>Merge</td>
<td>( \lambda x. x )</td>
<td>( t_{\text{expI}} = e, t_{\text{implI}} = e )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Before</td>
<td>Overwrite</td>
<td>( \lambda x. \Delta_2 \cdot (\Delta_1 \cdot x) )</td>
<td>( t_{\text{implI}} = e )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Before</td>
<td>Tweak</td>
<td>( \lambda x. \Delta_2 \cdot x )</td>
<td>( t_{\text{expI}} = e )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After</td>
<td>Merge</td>
<td>( \lambda x. \Delta_2 \cdot (\Delta_1 \cdot x) )</td>
<td>( t_{\text{implI}} = e )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After</td>
<td>Overwrite</td>
<td>( \lambda x. \Delta_2 \cdot x )</td>
<td>( t_{\text{expI}} = e )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After</td>
<td>Tweak</td>
<td>( \lambda x. w' )</td>
<td>( t_{\text{implI}} = e )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Let \( \text{satisfy}(p, \text{Condition}) \) be a predicate, such that it evaluates to true when Condition is All and it tests \( p' \subseteq p \) when Condition is Handles \( p' \). The pattern comparison operator \( \subseteq \) is defined as \( \forall p_1, p_2, p_1 \subseteq p_2 \text{ iff } \forall e \cdot p_1 \) matches \( e \rightarrow p_2 \) matches \( e \), and if two patterns are unrelated (i.e., the set of expressions they match are disjoint) then both \( \neg p_1 \subseteq p_2 \) and \( \neg p_2 \subseteq p_1 \) will be true.

Lastly, assume that \( p \) below is \( (p_e, p_u) \) from \( m \), and then let \( \text{sort}(\bar{m}) \) be a function which sorts \( \bar{m} \) and produces \( \bar{m}' \) such that:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \bar{m} )</th>
<th>( \bar{m}' )</th>
<th>where</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>([_])</td>
<td>([_])</td>
<td>( \neg (p_2 \subseteq p_1) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([p])</td>
<td>([p])</td>
<td>( (p_2 \subseteq p_1) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([p_1, p_2, \ldots ])</td>
<td>([p_1, \text{sort}([p_2, \ldots ])])</td>
<td>( \neg (p_2 \subseteq p_1) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([p_1, p_2, \ldots ])</td>
<td>( \text{sort}([p_2, \text{sort}([p_1, \ldots ])]))</td>
<td>( (p_2 \subseteq p_1) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5 EVALUATION

As a first suggestive form of validation, we present three case studies that demonstrate some of the language features, usage, and capabilities. The goal of the case studies is twofold: (1) demonstrate our ability to express explicit and implicit interactions and their compositions using the Hook language; and (2) show that the current Hook language compiler, working together with the host language compiler, can produce a runnable program. In each case study, we used the Hook language to replicate a published interactive system and implement an implicit interaction that extends its original behavior. To highlight our motivation for studying "Implicit Human-Computer Interactions" [48] in our case studies, we designed the implicit interactions so that the resulting interactive system—i.e., computer—ought to be more considerate of its user in each case.

To implement Graphical User Interface (GUI) applications in functional programming settings, we leveraged the eco-system that the gloss Haskell library\(^3\) provides. In this eco-system, programmers are responsible for implementing how to render graphics on a screen and how to handle conventional input events (e.g., keyboard, mouse events) in addition to periodic timer events. For space, the following case studies will focus on presenting interactions handling events and user status information.

To retrieve user status information, we implemented a backend server program that emulates an oracle system providing the current status of the user at any moment. (e.g., How happy the user is now, etc.) The backend server program ran as a different process from the frontend GUI application written in the Hook language. When the frontend application needed to have access to user status information, it communicated with the backend server by exchanging strings in the JSON format over the TCP/IP connection. The procedure of these message exchanges follows the form of "implicit dialogue" [53] and was implemented as a series of 10 actions in the host language, Haskell.

5.1 Case Study 1: Target Acquisitions

GUI applications contain many target acquisition tasks. People use a mouse cursor to select file icons, to respond to a dialogue by selecting yes/no buttons, and so on. For efficiency, Grossman and Balakrishnan invented Bubble Cursor [14], which is an advanced target acquisition technique that updates the cursor’s selection area dynamically based on the arrangement of target objects.

We shall begin by implementing a version of Bubble Cursor as an explicit interaction. Figure 11 shows the code fragment for this case study, and the explicit interaction is bound to \(e\). The World data type contains two circle objects to be selected, and each of them consists of a set of x and y coordinates on screen, a radius, and a flag indicating whether or not it is currently selected. As seen in \(e\), when the user moves the mouse, an EventMotion event is triggered, and the current selection of target gets updated using the selectTarget function. (Note that in our simplified version, the mouse cursor always selects the closest target.)

Next, we shall extend this behavior by taking user status information into account. Following the idea presented by Afergan, et al. [1], let us assume a scenario where one of the target objects has higher priority than another, and the programmer wants to make it easier for the user to select the prioritized target based on the user’s current busyness. (Note that busyness is ranged from 0.0 to 100.0; higher is busier.) The implicit interaction bound to \(i\) encodes this behavior. As the user becomes busier, the size of the prioritized target becomes at most twice as large as its original size. Thus, the cursor is more likely to select the prioritized target when the user is busier, which could appear to be more considerate, compared to the original behavior.

\(^3\)https://hackage.haskell.org/package/gloss
Suppose the programmer only wishes to apply the effects of the implicit interaction $i$ during the target selection procedure of the explicit interaction $e$ but not during the rendering of the target objects. The composed interaction $c$ achieves this goal. $c$ declares that 1) before running $e$ which handles EventMotion events, run $i$; and 2) the effects of $e$’s world transformation overwrite those of $i$’s. Since $i$ modifies $r_1$, which is the radius of the prioritized target, $e$ refers to the modified target size when selecting a target. Then, the overwrite fusion strategy produces the resulting world by taking the result of $e$, which only changed isSelected1 and isSelected2 but not $r_1$. Therefore, both targets are rendered in their original sizes. Figure 12 shows the composed interaction $c$ in action.

To sum up, this case study demonstrated a seamless integration between the Hook language and host language code by calling the host language function from the explicit interaction. This case study also demonstrated that a composed interaction can express a staging effect where an implicit interaction prepares the world for the explicit interaction.

```haskell
data World = World { x1 :: Float, y1 :: Float, r1 :: Float, isSelected1 :: Bool , x2 :: Float, y2 :: Float, r2 :: Float, isSelected2 :: Bool , ... }
data User = User { busyness :: Float }

[hook]
e = explicit world where
    (EventMotion (x, y)) -> do { returnIO $ selectTarget x y world }
    _ -> do { returnIO world }

i = implicit world where
    User { busyness = b } -> do { let r = (r1 world) * (1.0 + b / 100.0) in returnIO world { r1 = r } }

c = (before e handles (EventMotion (x, y)) do i then overwrite)

selectTarget :: Float -> Float -> World -> World
selectTarget x y w =
    let d1 = distance (x, y) (x1 w, y1 w) - r1 w
d2 = distance (x, y) (x2 w, y2 w) - r2 w
in if d1 < d2
    then w { isSelected1 = True, isSelected2 = False }
              else w { isSelected1 = False, isSelected2 = True }

--distance :: (Float, Float) -> (Float, Float) -> Float
--returnIO :: World -> IO World

Fig. 11. A version of Bubble Cursor + a staging effect written in the Hook language.
### 5.2 Case Study 2: Readability Enhancement

People read articles on computer screens everyday, but non-native readers seem to be intimidated when encountering articles that ". . . include unfamiliar vocabulary, complicated grammatical structure, and long, crowded or otherwise intimidating content display" [61]. To that end, Yu and Miller invented Jenga Format [61], which transforms the sentence layout to enhance web page readability.

We shall implement a feature of Jenga Format as an explicit interaction, which allows the reader to change the space between sentences using a special slider. Figure 13 shows the code fragment for this case study, and the explicit interaction is bound to $e$. The $World$ data type contains the sentences to be displayed, layout parameters, and other application state. As seen in $e$, when the user moves the slider to increase or decrease the space between sentences, the $HMoveKnob$ event matches and updates the $gap$ field.

Next, we shall extend this behavior by taking user status information into account. Let us assume a scenario where the programmer thinks that when the user is frustrated, increasing the space between sentences even more and enlarging characters might further improve the readability. The implicit interaction, bound to $i$, encodes this behavior. As the user is frustrated, the space between sentences ($gap$) and the character scale ($scale$) gets doubled, which could appear to be more considerate, compared to the original behavior.

Suppose the programmer—after implementing $i$—noticed that the user of this GUI application only expects the space between sentences ($gap$) to change when using the slider. The composed interaction $c$ can respect this desire. $c$ declares that 1) after $e$ handles $HMoveKnob$, run $i$ and 2) the effects of $i$’s world transformation tweak $e$’s. Since $e$ only modifies $gap$ and the position of the knob, the tweak fusion strategy produces the resulting world by applying $i$’s doubling of the $gap$ size from $e$, but not taking the $scale$ changes from $i$. So, the user of this GUI application does not see the character scale changes when they did not expect it to be. Figure 14 shows the composed interaction $c$ in action.

While the first case study showed a staging effect, this case study demonstrated that a composed interaction can express a decorating effect that an implicit interaction only modifies the parts of the world that an explicit interaction modified.
data World = World { ... (sentences, graphic information for rendering) ... 
  , gap :: Float , scale :: Float 
  , isGrabbingKnob :: Bool , knobX :: Float }
data User = Busy | Happy | Frustrated | Unspecified

[hook]
e = explicit world where
  | HGrabKnob -> do { returnIO world { isGrabbingKnob = True } }
  | HReleaseKnob -> do { returnIO world { isGrabbingKnob = False } }
  | (HMoveKnob x) -> do { let (knobXMin, knobXMax) = (0.0, (sliderWidth world)) 
  ; (gapMin, gapMax) = (0.0, 40.0) 
  ; ((topLeftX, _), _) = locateSlider world 
  ; knobX' = x - topLeftX 
  ; gap' = gapMin + (knobX' - knobXMin) * 
  (gapMax - gapMin) / (knobXMax - knobXMin) 
  in returnIO world { gap = gap', knobX = knobX' } }
  | _ -> do { returnIO world }

i = implicit world where
  Frustrated -> do { let gap' = (gap world) * 2.0 
  ; scale' = (scale world) * 2.0 
  in returnIO world { gap = gap', scale = scale' } }
  | _ -> do-nothing

c = (after e handles {HMoveKnob x})
do i then tweak
]

--locateSlider :: World -> ((Float, Float), (Float, Float))
--returnIO :: World -> IO World

Fig. 13. A feature from Jenga Format that changes the space (gap) between sentences + a decorating effect written in the Hook language.

Fig. 14. A feature from Jenga Format that changes the space (gap) between sentences + the decorating effect in action. Left: The normal space (gap); the slider knob is at leftmost. Middle: As the slider knob was moved rightward, the space (gap) is increased. Right: The knob was moved to right with the same amount, but the space (gap) was increased more compared to before, since the user is frustrated. (Note: The sentences in this figure were taken from [61].)
5.3 Case Study 3: No explicit user events

In the previous case studies, the source of events to the explicit interactions came directly from the user’s action. This case study, on the other hand, considers a different scenario where no explicit user event is expected, yet the programmer can still use the Hook language to fuse implicit interactions to programmatic event handlers, such as a periodic timer. For example, expressing implicit interactions in relation to a periodic timer makes it possible for the programmer to detect changes in the user status and trigger specific actions accordingly.

Below we consider Zero Shutter Camera [54] as an example and use the Hook language to replicate its behavior—i.e., the application automatically takes a picture for the user when the user became busy. Figure 15 shows the code fragment for this case study. We first prepare the stepHandler function, in the host language, which responds to periodic timer events. The function simply consumes timer events and does not change the world in this example. Note that we used liftE, a function from the Hook language run-time libraries, to treat the stepHandler function as the explicit interaction and then bound it to e. Then, we encode the behavior of Zero Shutter Camera as the implicit interaction i. i uses the host language code that presumably takes a picture when the user status switches from not busy to busy and then saves the file location of the saved picture to the filePath field. Finally, we declare c that hooks i into e and simply merges the effects since e does not change the world.

```haskell
data World = World { filePath :: FilePath }  
data User = User { busy :: Bool }  

stepHandler :: Float -> World -> IO World  
stepHandler _ = return  

e = liftE stepHandler  

[hook]  
i = implicit world where  
    User { busy = True } -> do { if (filePath world) == ""  
        then do filePath' <- takePicture  
                 returnIO world { filePath = filePath' }  
        else returnIO world  
    }  
    | User { busy = False } -> do { if (filePath world) /= ""  
        then returnIO world { filePath = "" }  
        else returnIO world  
    }  

    c = (after e do i then merge)  
[hook]

--takePicture :: IO FilePath  
--returnIO :: World -> IO World
```

Fig. 15. Zero Shutter Camera mock-up written in the Hook language.
6 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

Overall, our case studies have demonstrated that the Hook language is capable of independently expressing the explicit interactions of the existing interactive systems and the implicit interactions for augmenting the behaviors of the systems. Also, because of the fusion strategies and the declarative manner in expressing composed interactions, the programmer was able to specify the interference between the explicit and implicit interactions in their implementation without ambiguity. Thus, we argue that programmers using the Hook language can achieve separation of concerns without giving up algorithmic precision in implementing the two types of interactions and their compositions.

6.1 Design Choices

Agnostic. We designed the Hook language to be agnostic to the events, user status, and world states so it can express as many interactive systems as possible. In the meantime, this design choice also contributed to making the language flexible enough to handle more event patterns than ones the eco-system provides. For example, we observed in Case Study 2 that the language was able to handle a custom application-specific event pattern (MoveKnob x) defined on top of the generic event pattern (EventMotion (x, y)) that the gloss Haskell library provides. This observation implies that finely grinded custom patterns encourage programmers to break down their world transformers into even smaller and modular pieces. As a result, programmers will be able to declare their composed interactions in even finer granularity. Plus, the observation also implies that the concept of the Hook language could apply to more domains than GUI—e.g., Augmented Reality (AR), Virtual Reality (VR) system, and so on, as long as programmers can map event-equivalent tokens in the system to their own event patterns and program states of the system to their own world pattern. Meanwhile, there should be no new restrictions on defining the user status pattern.

Fusion strategies. From the Venn diagram illustrations shown in Figure 4 and the $\Delta$ algebra formalism shown in Computational Model section, we discovered eight possible fusion strategies of which we picked three because the other five seemed to be detrimental. For example, there exists a fusion strategy that keeps all changes other than ones made to fields belonging to $G_2$—algebraically represented as $\lambda x \cdot (\Delta_1 - \Delta_2) \cdot ((\Delta_2 - \Delta_1) \cdot x)$. However, this strategy—unlike the merge, overwrite, and tweak strategies—is not compelling for explaining the interference of the two interactions in human language. Therefore, we decided to provide only fusion strategies that come with a compelling analogy, which, we believe, reduces the chances for programmers implementing unintended interactive behaviors.

6.2 Limitations

The following limitations, currently restricting the set of programs that can benefit from being implemented in the Hook language, suggest directions for future work on improving the design of the language.

World state. The Hook language compiler asks programmers to make their world type to be an instance of the Trackable typeclass, and the current language design trades this requirement for gaining the flexibility of the world type. However, there are indeed commonly used data structures, such as inductive data structures (e.g., array, list, tree, etc.), that require more effort from programmers to satisfy this requirement. Future work should consider providing a metaprogram as a part of the Hook language run-time libraries that generates the corresponding Diff type and Trackable instance with the programmers’ world type programmatically.
Pattern matching. The current Hook language compiler does not prevent explicit and implicit interactions from having redundant or non-exhaustive pattern matching. This is because the patterns are currently defined in the host language. To perform this check at compile-time, future work should consider extending the current language grammar to provide syntax for defining events, user status, and world patterns directly in the Hook language.

Static analysis. Compilers ought to generate correct programs from correct code (“build the thing right”). At the same time, compilers should also support programmers for writing correct code from their desired logic (“build the right thing”). The current Hook language compiler, in cooperation with the type system of Haskell, provides a lightweight static analysis. For example, it checks the kind of every interaction and ensures that only implicit interactions are hooked into explicit interactions, but not the other way around. Future work should enhance the static analysis as well as implement its own type system specific to the Hook language. It would be desirable for the type system of the Hook language to enable a compile-time check, such that it can locate which interaction within composed interactions makes changes that overlap with others. This check would be especially worthwhile when programmers define complex compositions.

Optimizations. In the example shown in Figure 1, the programmer was able to use their intuition to remove unnecessary procedures from the implementation of \( r \). For instance, the programmer already merged the logic of \( p \) and \( q \) in their mind; therefore, the programmer was able to directly substitute 0, the result of \( q \), to the green field and simply ignored 255, the result of \( p \). Meanwhile, the current Hook language compiler does not perform any domain-specific optimizations, expect it delegates to the lazy semantics of Haskell to prevent evaluating unnecessary expressions in the generated host language code. Future work should consider employing “defunctionalization” [45] to detect and eliminate redundant expressions, possibly side-effects as well, at compile-time while the resulting code still follows the \( \Delta \) algebraic laws at run-time.

Abstractions. The host language of our choice, Haskell, influenced the current language design in terms of the relationships between patterns and world transformers. There are indeed other programming languages that could satisfy preconditions for implementing the Hook language compiler. Future work should consider exploring other host language implementations, especially those commonly used for implementing interactive applications, to extend the current language design with abstractions inspired by those implementations.

User studies. Lastly, future work should consider conducting a user study to evaluate the current design of the language with programmers from various backgrounds. It would be desirable that the user study finds which groups of programmers based on their skill sets can benefit from the language as well as the economic acceptance of the language. In addition, we hope that user studies motivate researchers to explore what kind of implicit interactions that computers initiate can bring benefits to humans. For this, the Hook language is ready to handle more complex, sophisticated user status patterns than the simple ones shown in this paper.

6.3 Implications for Interaction Algebra

This paper showed the two types of interactions, explicit and implicit, are composable. Taking a step forward, we now touch on the feasibility of defining algebraic specifications for “interaction” beyond the semantics of the Hook language. In concept, the Hook language lifts the event handler and user status handler logics to the Interaction type so that programmers can treat them as composable units at the type level. Inspired by Polaris [58] introducing Table Algebra, the following is our early attempt to explain “interaction composition” found in the Hook language, as a part of Interaction Algebra, using the plus (\( + \)) operator.
In the Hook language, interaction is an ordered set of pairs of a pattern and world transformer. Therefore, using the vocabularies from Computational Model section, let \( e \) be an instance of explicit interaction that has the form \( s.t. \ e = \{(p_{e1}, t_{e1}), \ldots, (p_{en}, t_{en})\} \) and let \( i \) be an instance of implicit interaction that has the form \( s.t. \ i = \{(p_{i1}, t_{i1}), \ldots, (p_{im}, t_{im})\} \). For space, let us consider an example case where each of \( e \) and \( i \) associates with two patterns; that is, \( e = \{(p_{e1}, t_{e1}), (p_{e2}, t_{e2})\} \) and \( i = \{(p_{i1}, t_{i1}), (p_{i2}, t_{i2})\} \).

To explain the application order of the two interactions in using the plus operator, let us define that the left hand side of the operator is the interaction that internally runs first. Then, the interaction compositions, \( e + i \) and \( i + e \), will be defined as follows, where the plus operator for world transformers could be defined on top of the \( \Delta \) algebraic laws and function composition because world transformers are apparently functions. For example, in \( \{(p_{e1}, p_{u1}), (t_{e1}t_{u1})\} \), we could see \( (t_{e1}t_{u1}) \) as \( \lambda x_w.t_{u1}(t_{e1}(x_w)) \) and \( (p_{e1}, p_{u1}) \) as a lexical environment that the \( \lambda \) has access to.

\[
e + i = \{(p_{e1}, p_{u1}), (t_{e1}t_{u1})\}, \{(p_{e1}, p_{u2}), (t_{e1}t_{u2})\}, \{(p_{e2}, p_{u1}), (t_{e2}t_{i1})\}, \{(p_{e2}, p_{u2}), (t_{e2}t_{i2})\}
\]

At the same time, \( e_s + e_g \) and \( i_x + i_y \) will be defined by simply using the set union.

To specify an event pattern in \( e \), let us leverage subscript square brackets \( ([]) \), assume \( p_{es} \subseteq p_{e1} \), and then define the interaction composition as follows.

\[
e_{[p_{e1}]} + i = \{(p_{e1}, p_{u1}), (t_{e1}t_{u1})\}, \{(p_{e1}, p_{u2}), (t_{e1}t_{u2})\}, \{(p_{e2}, t_{e2})\}
\]

Similarly, complex compositions will be defined as follows.

\[
e_{[p_{e1}]} + i_{[p_{e2}]} + i = \{(p_{e1}, p_{u1}), (t_{e1}t_{u1})\}, \{(p_{e1}, p_{u2}), (t_{e1}t_{u2})\}, \{(p_{e2}, p_{u1}), (t_{e2}t_{i1})\}, \{(p_{e2}, p_{u2}), (t_{e2}t_{i2})\}
\]

Lastly, to specify a fusion strategy, let us decorate the plus operator and define so that we use \( \leftrightarrow \) (and + as well) for merge, \( \rightarrow \) for overwrite, and \( \leftarrow \) for tweak, where missing \( \leftarrow \) or \( \rightarrow \) indicates throwing away changes made solely by the world transformer placed at that side.

\[
e_{[p_{e1}]} \leftrightarrow i = \{(p_{e1}, p_{u1}), (t_{e1}\leftrightarrow t_{u1})\}, \{(p_{e1}, p_{u2}), (t_{e1}\leftrightarrow t_{u2})\}, \{(p_{e2}, t_{e2})\}
\]

\[
e_{[p_{e1}]} \rightarrow i = \{(p_{e1}, p_{u1}), (t_{e1} \rightarrow t_{u1})\}, \{(p_{e1}, p_{u2}), (t_{e1} \rightarrow t_{u2})\}, \{(p_{e2}, t_{e2})\}
\]

\[
e_{[p_{e1}]} \leftarrow i = \{(p_{e1}, p_{u1}), (t_{e1}\leftarrow t_{u1})\}, \{(p_{e1}, p_{u2}), (t_{e1}\leftarrow t_{u2})\}, \{(p_{e2}, t_{e2})\}
\]

We acknowledge that there is still room we need to fill in to define “interaction composition” in detail. (e.g., overlaps in patterns, etc.) Yet, we envision that introducing formalism brings two potential benefits in the field of Human-Computer Interaction. First, it may allow us to import theories and tools developed in the field of Programming Language researches. For example, since the presented computational model defines world transformers using the form of functions, we may be able to naturally apply and take advantage of existing tools that analyze properties of functions. Second, it may allow us to expand design spaces beyond the \textit{kinds} of user interface designs. For example, there exist classes of user interfaces whose interactive behaviors involve explicit interactions. (e.g., GUI, Tangible User Interfaces (TUI) [22], and so on, although event-equivalent tokens, associated with “constraint” [51], in TUI may look different from ones in GUI.) Plus, there exist classes of user interfaces whose interactive behaviors involve implicit interactions.

\[^{4}\text{Like the winged star (\( \leftrightarrow \)) operator for Applicative apply in Haskell.}\]
(e.g., Passive Brain-Computer Interfaces (BCI) [63], Implicit BCI [56], Affective Computing [44], Attentive or Attentional User Interfaces (AUI) [21, 59], and so on.) Consequently, if we can extract explicit and implicit interactions from those user interface designs, then the algebraic specifications for “interaction” may allow us to design a combination of two kinds of user interfaces—e.g., (TUI + Implicit BCI)—and further compare two different combinations of user interfaces based on their complexity—e.g., (GUI + Implicit BCI) compared to (TUI + Passive BCI)—systematically, even without having their actual implementations.

7 CONCLUSION

As machine capabilities advance, opportunities to design implicit interactions will likely continue to grow beyond explicit ones. As a result, programmers using the current tools to implement combinations of the explicit and implicit interactions will face increasing modularity and clarity problems due to the growing complexity. In this paper, we have introduced the Hook language, wherein programmers using the language can treat explicit and implicit interactions independently and can specify their composition declaratively. The Hook language made this possible by providing the set of abstractions for describing the two types of interactions as parameterized world transformation functions plus the fusion strategies for gluing results of the two interactions. Our case studies demonstrated that the Hook language—agnostic to events, user status, and application states—could tackle a range of arbitrary (GUI) applications and that programmers could maintain modularity and clarity of their code when extending interactive behaviors of existing interactive systems with implicit interactions. Lastly, we discussed the design choices we made on achieving separation of concerns and algorithmic precision and the limitations in the current language implementation for future work, as well as the implications beyond the concept of the Hook language toward defining Interaction Algebra. We hope that the Hook language encourages programmers to take a step toward designing more implicit interactions and contributes to making interactive systems more aware of their users.
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